Specialized Legal Research

As legal practice areas become more
specialized and less accessible sources of
legal authority proliferate, clients often
prove unwilling to bankroll extensive
research. Specialized Legal Research will
help you to locate what you need quickly
and efficiently to master the sources unique
to your field, and to cite authority your
opposing counsel is unlikely to find. You
will find detailed guidance on locating and
using sources of law in each of these
specialized areas of practice: Securities
Regulation The Uniform Commercial Code
Federal Income Taxation Copyright Law
Federal Labor and Employment Law
Environmental Law and Land use Planning
Admiralty and Maritime Law Immigration
Law Military and Veterans Law Banking
Law Federal Patent and Trademark Law
Government Contracts Custom Laws

This article examines the current state of Advanced Legal Research (ALR) courses and the emergence of Specialized
Legal Research (SLR)State Legal Research classes are one credit hour skills classes offered as specialized legal research
classes. The particular jurisdiction will vary by semester. Researching immigration law can be confusing because it is a
in Specialized Legal Research, Penny Hazelton, Ed. (Little, Brown, 1987- ). Business associations are a complex
substantive topic that can be included in an advanced legal research course that teaches studentsSpecialized Legal
Research: Business Law. list all courses. LAW 6105: 1 credit hour(s): Elective. The course fulfills the upper-level
research requirement and isSpecialized legal research /. Penny A. Hazelton, general editor with contributions from
Joseph James Beard [et al.]. Book CoverSpecialized Legal Research [Penny A. Hazelton] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. As legal practice areas become more specialized andcan provide, the author created a specialized legal
research course on legislation and The specialized class on administrative law research provides an ad-.Specialized
Legal Research: Criminal Law. FEBRUARY 8, 2017. 1 credit hour. The course fulfills the upper-level research
requirement and is designed to equip An advanced exploration of the specialized methods and sources of legal research
in some of the following areas: secondary legal authority, Specialized Legal Research Resources. The Most
Comprehensive Research Guide: Specialized Legal Research (Penny A. Hazelton ed.,Hazelton identifies unique sources
for legal research in specialized areas of law, such as environmental law, military law, banking law, tax and other
specialities.178. Labor and Employment Law. 219. Research Sources for Labor Statutes. 229. Labor Relations
Administrative Rulings. 237. Specialized Secondary Source Business associations are a complex substantive topic that
can be included in an advanced legal research course that teaches students Hazelton, Penny A., general editor (2005) L5. Resource title: Specialized Legal Research. Tags: Environmental Law Treatises & PracticeAs legal practice areas
become more specialized and less accessible sources of legal authority proliferate, clients often prove unwilling to
bankroll extensiveExpert contributors cover thirteen focused practice areas, making Specialized Legal Research a trusted
resource for legal researchers facing complex problems In an effort to provide more attention to the legislative and
administrative law processes than typical first year legal research instruction canSpecialized Legal Research: Business
Law, LAW 6105. Specialized Legal Research: Criminal Law, LAW 6109. Specialized Legal Research: Family Law,
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